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Talking Faces: Audio-to-Video Face
Generation

Yuxin Wang, Linsen Song, Wayne Wu, Chen Qian, Ran He,
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Abstract Talking face generation aims at synthesizing coherent and realistic face
sequences given an input speech. The task enjoys a wide spectrum of downstream
applications, such as teleconferencing, movie dubbing, and virtual assistant. The
emergence of deep learning and cross-modality research has led to many interesting
works that address talking face generation. Despite great research efforts in talking
face generation, the problem remains challenging due to the need for fine-grained
control of face components and the generalization to arbitrary sentences. In this
chapter, we first discuss the definition and underlying challenges of the problem.
Then, we present an overview of recent progress in talking face generation. In addi-
tion, we introduce some widely used datasets and performance metrics. Finally, we
discuss open questions, potential future directions, and ethical considerations in this
task.
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8.1 Introduction

Talking face generation aims at synthesizing a realistic target face, which talks in cor-
respondence to the given audio sequences. Thanks to the emergence of deep learning
methods for content generation [1–3], talking face generation has attracted significant
research interests from both computer vision [4–8] and computer graphics [9–14].

Talking face generation has been studied since 1990s [15–18], and it was mainly
used in cartoon animation [15] or visual-speech perception experiments [16]. With
the advancement of computer technology and the popularization of network services,
new application scenarios emerged. First, this technology can help multimedia con-
tent production, such as making video games [19] and dubbing movies [20] or TV
shows [21].Moreover, the animated characters enhance human perception by involv-
ing visual information, such as video conferencing [22], virtual announcer [23], vir-
tual teacher [24], and virtual assistant [12]. Furthermore, this technology has the
potential to realize the digital twin of real person [21].

Talking face generation is a complicated cross-modal task, which
requires the modeling of complex and dynamic relationships between audio and
face. Existing methods typically decompose the task into subproblems, including
audio representation, face modeling, audio-to-face animation, and post-processing.
As the source of talking face generation, voice contains rich content and emotional
information. To extract essential information that is useful for talking face anima-
tion, one would require robust methods to analyze and comprehend the underlying
speech signal [7, 12, 22, 25–28]. As the target of talking face generation, face mod-
eling and analysis are also important. Models that characterize human faces have
been proposed and applied to various tasks [17, 22, 23, 29–33]. As the bridge that
joins audio and face, audio-to-face animation is the key component in talking face
generation. Sophisticated methods are needed to accurately and consistently match a
speaker’s mouth movements and facial expressions to the source audio. Last but not
least, to obtain a natural and temporally smooth face in the generated video, careful
post-processing is inevitable.

Toward conversational human-computer interaction, talking face generation
requires techniques that could generate realistic digital talking faces thatmake human
observers feeling comfortable. As highlighted in Uncanny Valley Theory [34], if an
entity is anthropomorphic but imperfect, its non-human characteristics will become
the conspicuous part that creates strangely familiar feelings of eeriness and revul-
sion in observers. The requirement poses stringent requirements on the talking face
models, demanding realistic fine-grained facial control, continuous high-quality gen-
eration, and generalization ability for arbitrary sentence and identity. In addition, this
also prompts researchers to build diverse talking face datasets and establish fair and
standard evaluation metrics.
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8.2 Related Work

In this session, we discuss relevant techniques employed to address the four sub-
problems in talking face generation, namely, audio representation, face modeling,
audio-to-face animation, and post-processing.

8.2.1 Audio Representation

It is generally believed the high-level content information and emotional information
in the voice are important to generate realistic talking faces. While original speech
signal can be directly used as the input of the synthesis model [25], most methods
prefer more representative audio features [7, 12, 22, 26–28]. A pre-defined analysis
method or a pre-trainedmodel is often used to extract audio features from the original
speech, and then the obtained features are used as the input to the face generation
system. Four typical audio features are illustrated in Fig. 8.1.

Mel-spectrum features are commonly used in speech-related multimodal tasks,
such as speech recognition. Considering that human auditory perception is only
concentrated on specific frequencies, methods can be designed to selectively filter
the audio frequency spectrum signal to obtainMel-spectrum features.Mel-frequency

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Fig. 8.1 Illustration of four commonly used audio features. a Original speech signal, b spectrum
feature, c phoneme (English International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)), and dMel-frequency cepstrum
coefficients (MFCC)
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cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) can be obtained by performing Cepstrum analysis on
the Mel-spectrum features. Prajwal et al. [26] used Mel-spectrum features as audio
representation to generate talking face, while Song et al. [7] used MFCC.

Noise in the original audio signal could corrupt the MFCC. Some methods thus
prefer to extract text features that are related to the content of the speech. These
methods often borrow models from specific speech signal processing tasks such as
automatic speech recognition (ASR) or voice conversion (VC). The automatic speech
recognition (ASR) task aims at converting speech signals into corresponding text.
For example, DeepSpeech [35, 36] is a speech-to-text model, which can transform an
input speech frequency spectrum to English strings. Das et al. [27] took DeepSpeech
features as the input to the talking face generation model. From the perspective of
acoustic attributes, a phoneme is the smallest speech unit. It is considered that each
phoneme is bounded to a specific vocalization action. For example, there are 48
phonemes in the English International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), corresponding to 48
different vocal patterns. Quite a few methods [12, 28] use phoneme representation
to synthesize talking face. The voice conversion (VC) task aims at converting non-
verbal features such as accent, timbre, and speaking style between speakers while
retaining the content features of the voice. Zhou et al. [22] used a pre-trained VC
model to extract text features to characterize the content information in the speech.

8.2.2 Face Modeling

The human’s perception of the quality of talking videos is mainly constituted by their
visual quality, lip-sync accuracy, and naturalness. To generate high-quality talking
face videos, the synchronization of 2D/3D facial representationswith the input audios
play an important role. Many geometry representations of human faces have been
explored in recent years, including 2D/3D face modeling.

2D Models. 2D facial representations like 2D landmarks [17, 22, 29–31], action
units (AUs) [32], and reference face images [23, 31, 33] are commonly used in talk-
ing face generation. Facial landmark detection is defined as the task of localizing
and representing salient regions of the face. As shown in Fig. 8.2, facial landmarks
are usually composed of points around eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth, and jawline.
As a shape representation of the face, facial landmark is a fundamental component
in many face analysis and synthesis tasks, such as face detection [37], face verifica-
tion [38], face morphing [39], facial attribute inference [40], face generation [41],
and face reenactment [29]. Chen et al. [37] showed that aligned face shapes provide
better features for face classification. The proposed joint learning of face detection
and alignment greatly enhances the capability of real-time face detection. Chen et
al. [38] densely sampled multi-scale descriptors centered at dense facial landmarks
and used the concatenated high-dimensional feature for efficient face verification.
Seibold et al. [39] presented an automatic morphing pipeline to generate morphing
attacks, by warping images according to the corresponding detected facial landmarks
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Fig. 8.2 Illustration of 106 facial landmarks. The landmarks are detected and marked in green.
Best viewed zoomed in. The original pictures are obtained from the Internet

and replacing the inner part of the original image. Di et al. [41] presented that the
information preserved by landmarks (gender in particular) can be further accentuated
by leveraging generative models to synthesize corresponding faces. Lewenberg et
al. [40] proposed an approach that incorporates facial landmark information for input
images as an additional channel, helping a convolutional neural network (CNN) to
learn face-specific features for predicting various traits of facial images. Automatic
face reenactment [42] learns to transfer facial expressions from the source actor to the
target actor. Wayne et al. proposed ReenactGAN [29] to reenact faces by the facial
boundaries constituted by facial landmarks. Conditioned on the facial boundaries,
the reenacted face images become more robust to challenging poses, expressions,
and illuminations.

Action units are the fundamental actions of facial muscles defined in the Facial
Action Coding System (FACS) system [32]. The combination of AUs can character-
ize comprehensive facial expression features,which can be used in expression-related
face analysis and synthesis, e.g., facial expressions recognition [32], and facial ani-
mation [43]. For example, Pumarola et al. [43] introduced a generative adversarial
network (GAN) [1] conditioning on action units annotations to realize controllable
facial animation with robust expressions and lighting conditions.

3DModels. Some exiting methods exploit the 3D geometry of human faces like 3D
landmarks [44, 45], 3D point cloud [46], facial mesh [47], facial rigs [13], and facial
blendshapes [48–50] to generate talking face videos with diverse head gestures and
movements.

Before the emergence of deep convolution networks (DCN) and GAN [1] in face
image generation, 3D morphable face model (3DMM) is commonly deployed as a
general face representation and a popular tool to model human faces. In 1999, Blanz
and Vetter [44] proposed the first 3DMM that shows impressive performance. In
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Fig. 8.3 Illustration of sampled faces of basel facemodel (BFM) proposed by Paysan et al. [45]. The
mean together with the first three principle components of the shape (left) and texture (right) PCA
model. The figure shows the mean shape and texture, along with their components with plus/minus
five standard deviations σ . A mask with four manually chosen segments (eyes, nose, mouth, and
rest) is used in the fitting to extend the flexibility. The image is adopted from Paysan et al. [45]

2009, the first publicly available 3DMM model, also known as basel face model
(BFM), is released by Paysan et al. [45]. These face models inspire the research
of 3DMM and its applications on many computer vision tasks related to human
faces. For instance, Cao et al. [51] proposed the FaceWarehouse model and Bolkart
and Wuhrer [52] proposed the Multilinear face model. Both models capture the
geometry of facial shapes and expressions. Cao et al. [51] released a RGBD dataset
of 150 subjects, each with 20 expressions. Bolkart et al. [52] released a dataset of
100 subjects, each with 25 expressions. Sampled faces of Basel Face Model (BFM)
are shown in Fig. 8.3.

These methods model the facial shapes and expressions in a linear space, neglect-
ing the nonlinear transformation of facial expressions. Li et al. [48] proposed the
FLAME model that enables the nonlinear control on 3D face model by incorporat-
ing the linear blendshapes with eyes, jaw, and neck joints. To tackle the challenges
like large head poses, appearance variations, inference speed, and video stability
in 3D face reconstruction, Guo et al. proposed 3DFFA [49] and its improved vari-
ant, 3DFFA_V2 [50]. Apart from the 3D Face Morphable Model, other 3D models
like face rigs [13], 3D point cloud [46], facial mesh [47], and customized computer
graphic face model are also applied in 3D face representation.

With the advances of 3D face models, a variety of applications are enabled, such
as face recognition [53], face reenactment [42], face reconstruction [54], face rota-
tion [55], visual dubbing [56], and talking face generation [57]. Blanz et al. [53]
showed that the cosine distance between two face images’ shape and color coeffi-
cients estimated by a 3D face model can be used for identification. Thies et al. [58]
proposed the first real-time face reenactment system by transferring the expression
coefficients of a source actor to a target actor while preserving person-specificness.
Gecer et al. [54] employed a large-scale face model [59] and proposed a GAN-based
method for high-fidelity 3D face reconstruction. Zhou et al. [55] developed a face
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rotation algorithm by projecting and refining the rotated 3D face reconstructed from
the input 2D face image by 3DDFA [49]. Kim et al. [56] presented a visual dubbing
method that enables a new actor to imitate the facial expressions, eyemovements, and
head movements of one actor only from its portrait video. Thies et al. [57] presented
that the learned facial expression coefficients from speech audio features extracted
by DeepSpeech [36] can animate a 3D face model uttering the given speech audio.
In general, these 3D models are not publicly released due to copyright restrictions.

8.2.3 Audio-to-Face Animation

To synthesize realistic and natural talking faces, it is crucial to establish the corre-
spondence between the audio signal and the synthesized face. To improve the visual
quality, lip-sync accuracy, and naturalness of talking videos, different methods have
been explored in recent years, including 2D/3D-basedmodels and video frame selec-
tion algorithm.

Audio-Visual Synchronization. Quite a few methods construct the correspondence
between phonemes and visemes and use search algorithms to map audios to mouth
shapes during the testing phase [12, 17, 28]. The pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 8.4.
Specifically, they divide speech into pre-defined minimum audio units (phonemes),
which naturally correspond to the smallest visual vocalization methods (visemes).
In this way, a repository of phoneme-viseme pairs can be established from training
data. After that, each sentence can be decomposed into a sequence of phonemes,
correspond to a sequence of visemes during the testing phase. The video will be
further synthesized from visemes by generation or rendering. The visemes here can
be the facial landmarks related to the vocalization [17], or the pre-defined 3D face
model controller coefficients [12, 28]. In this framework, defining phoneme-viseme
pairs and finding a search-stitching algorithm are two critical steps. Considering
coarticulation, Bregler et al. [17] split each word into a sequence of triphones, and
established a corresponding relationship with the eigenpoint position of the lips and
chin. Yao et al. [28] established the relationship between the phonemes obtained by
the p2fa [60] algorithm and the controller coefficients obtained by the parameter-
ized human head model [61]. They proposed a new phoneme search algorithm to
quickly find the best phoneme subsequence combination and stitch the corresponding
expression coefficients to synthesize the speaking video.

Other researchers designed an encoder-decoder structure, taking in audio and
speaker images, outputting the generated target faces [5, 25, 62]. Specifically, as
shown in Fig. 8.5a, the designed model is a combination of two encoders taking in
audio and face images as input for two different modalities, and a decoder generating
an image synchronized with the audio while preserving the identity information of
the input images. In this system, two encoders are, respectively, responsible for
encoding the audio content information and the facial identity information. The
decoder following is responsible for decoding the fused multi-modality features into
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Fig. 8.4 Pipeline of phoneme-viseme correspondencemethod for talking face generation. Phoneme
is firstly mapped to viseme according to an established phoneme-viseme correspondence. Images
are further synthesized based on visemes
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Fig. 8.5 Pipelines of twomethods for talking face generation. As shown in (a), an encoder-decoder
structure is used to generate the target face by taking in the audio features and images. As shown
in (b), the relationship between the audio features and specific intermediate features is established
first, and then the corresponding face is generated based on the intermediate features

a face image with the corresponding mouth shape and face identity. The encoders
and the decoder are usually trained end-to-end simultaneously. This kind of method
makes full use of encoder-decoder structure and multimodal fusion to generate target
images. In this way, researchers often design specific models and losses to realize
the disentanglement of speaking content and speaker identity. For example, Zhou
et al. [5] used a pre-trained word classifier to force the content information to be
forgotten in the identity encoding process, and the content information obtained
from images and audio were constrained as close as possible.
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Othermethods choose to first establish the relationship between audio features and
intermediate features pre-defined by face modeling methods and then generate the
corresponding faces from the intermediate features [22, 31], as shown in Fig. 8.5b.
The intermediate features mentioned here can be the pre-defined facial landmarks or
the expression coefficients of the 3D face model.

For 2D-based generationmethods, facial landmarks are often used as sparse shape
representation. Suwajanakorn et al. [31] used a recurrent neural network (RNN)
to map the MFCC features to the PCA coefficients of the facial landmarks. The
corresponding face image is thus generated from the reconstructed facial landmarks
with the texture information provided by the face images. Zhou et al. [22]mapped the
voice content code and the identity code to the offset of the facial landmarks relative
to a face template, and then generated the target image through an image-to-image
network. For 3D-based methods, the facial expression parameters are often used as
the intermediate representation. Fried et al. [12] used the facial expression parameters
of the human head model as intermediate features and designed a neural renderer to
generate the target video. Wiles et al. [63] established a mapping from audio features
to the latent code in a pre-trained face generationmodel to achieve audio-driven facial
video synthesis. Guo et al. [64] used a conditional implicit function to generate a
dynamic neural radiance field from the audio features, and then synthesized video
using volume rendering. The main difference between these methods (as shown in
Fig. 8.5b) and the aforementioned phoneme-viseme search methods (as shown in
Fig. 8.4) is the use of regression models for replacing pre-constructed phoneme-
viseme correspondence. The former can obtain more consistent correspondence in
the feature space.

Some researchers designed specific models to ensure audio-visual synchroniza-
tion. Chung et al. [65] proposed a network, as shown in Fig. 8.6, taking in audio
features and face images sequence as input, outputting the lip-sync error. This struc-
ture is often used in talking face model training [26, 66] or evaluation [25, 27]. A
specific model was designed by Agarwal et al. [67] to detect the mismatch between
phoneme and viseme to determine whether the video has been modified.

Synthesis Based on 2D Models. At the early stage of 2D-based talking face gen-
eration, videos are generated based on a pre-defined face model or composition of
background portrait video and mouth images. Lewis [15] associated the recognized
phonemes from synthesized speeches with mouth positions to animate a face model.
Bregler et al. [17] designed the first automatic facial animation system that automat-
ically labels phonemes in the training data and morphs these mouth gestures with
the background portrait video. Cosatto and Graf [23] described a system to animate
lip-synced head model from the phonetic transcripts by retrieving images of facial
parts and blend them onto a whole face image.

With the popularity of the multidimensional morphable model (MMM), Ezzat
et al. [68] designed a visual speech model to synthesize a speaker’s mouth trajec-
tory in MMM space from the given utterance and an algorithm to re-composite the
synthesized mouths onto the portrait video with natural head and eye movement.
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audio feature

SyncNet
Synchronized

or not?

Fig. 8.6 Illustration of the pipeline of SyncNet [65]. The network predicts whether the input audio
and face images are synchronized

Chang and Ezzat [69] animated a novel speaker with only a small video corpus (15 s)
by transferring an MMM trained on a different speaker with a large video corpus
(10–15 min).

Inspired by the successful application of the hidden Markov model (HMM)
in speech recognition, many HMM-based methods, such as R-HMM [18], LMS-
HMM [70], andHMMI [71], were proposed since talking face generation can be seen
as an audio-visual mapping problem. Different from these HMM-basedmethods that
use a single-state chain, a coupled hidden Markov model (CHMM) approach [19]
was used tomodel the subtle characteristics of audio and videomodalities. To exploit
the capability of HMM in modeling the mapping from the audio to visual modali-
ties, Wang et al. [72] proposed a system to generate talking face videos guided by
the visual parameter trajectory of lip movements produced from the trained HMM
according to the given speech audio.

Due to the advancement of using RNN and long short term memory (LSTM),
HMM is gradually replaced by LSTM in learning the mapping from the audio to
the visual modality. For instance, Fan et al. [24] trained a deep bidirectional LSTM
to learn the regression model by minimizing the error of predicting visual sequence
from audio/text sequence, outperformed their previous HMM-based models. Suwa-
janakorn et al. [31] trained a time-delayed LSTM model to learn the mapping from
theMel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) features of an audio sequence to the
mouth landmarks of a single frame.

The quality of human face synthesis improves dramatically with the recent
advances of GAN-based image generator, such as DCGAN [2], PGGAN [73],
CGAN [3], StyleGAN [74] and StyleGAN2 [75]. In 2014, Goodfellow et al. pro-
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posed GAN [1] and demonstrated its ability in image generation by generating low-
resolution images after training on datasets like MNIST [76], TFD [77] and CIFAR-
10 [78]. Then, DCNs with different architectures are developed in GAN to generate
images of higher resolution for specific domains. For instance, DCGAN [2] applied
the layered deep neural network and PGGAN [73] learned to generate images in a
coarse-to-fine manner by gradually increasing the resolution of generated images. In
the context of image generation of human faces, a conditional CycleGAN [79] and
FCENet [80] were developed to generate face images with controllable attributes like
hair and eyes. While facial attributes can be precisely controlled by input condition
codes, the image resolution is not high (128 × 128) and many facial details are miss-
ing. To generate high-resolution face images, Karras et al. proposed StyleGAN [74]
and StyleGAN2 [75] to generate face images with a resolution up to 1024 × 1024
pixels, where coarse-grained style (e.g., eyes, hair, lighting) and fine-grained style
(e.g., stubble, freckles, skin pores) are editable. To edit facial attributes more pre-
cisely, some GAN-based models [79, 80] were proposed to modify the generated
high-resolution face images where fine-grained attributes like eyes, nose size, and
mouth shape can be controlled by input condition codes. The design of 2D-based
talking face video synthesis models is inspired by some related synthesis tasks like
image-to-image translation [81, 82], high-resolution face image generation [74], face
reenactment [29], and lip reading [65].

Inspired by GAN [1], many methods [4–8] improve the generated video qual-
ity from different aspects. Chen et al. designed a correction loss [4] to synchro-
nize changes of lip and speech. Zhou et al. [5] proposed an adversarial network
to disentangle the speaker identity from input videos and the word identity from
input speeches to enable arbitrary-speaker talking face generation. To improve both
the image and video realism, Chen et al. [6] designed a dynamic adjustable pixel-
wise loss to eliminate the temporal discontinuities and subtle artifacts in generated
videos. Song et al. [7] proposed a conditional recurrent generation network and a
pair of spatial-temporal discriminators that integrate audio and image features for
video generation. These GAN-based studies mainly concentrate on the talking face
video generation of the frontal face and neutral expressions. The development of
GAN-based human face generation and editing methods on head poses [83] and
facial emotions [84] influences the research in talking face generation. For instance,
Zhu et al. [8] employed the idea of mutual information to capture the audio-visual
coherence and design a GAN-based framework to generate talking face videos that
are robust to pose variations. Taking into account the speaker’s emotions and head
poses, Wang et al. [85] released an audio-visual dataset that contains various head
poses, emotion categories, and intensities. They also proposed a baseline to demon-
strate the feasibility of controlling emotion categories and intensities in talking face
generation.

Synthesis Based on 3DModels. In the early days of the talking face generation, 3D
representation is often used to represent the mouth or face of the driven speaker. For
instance, in 1996, a 3D model of lips with only five parameters was developed to
adapt lip contours of various speakers and any speech gesture [16]. Wang et al. [88]
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proposed to control a 3D face model with the head trajectory and articulation move-
ment predicted by an HMM model. Interestingly, after several years’ exploration of
applying deep learning in talking face generation, especially the recent advances of
DCN and GAN, many methods return to 3D representation by integrating 3DMM
and other 3D face models. For instance, Pham et al. [9] introduced a 3D blendshape
model animated by 3D rotation and expression coefficients predicted only from the
input speech. Karras et al. [10] presented a network that animates the 3D vertex
coordinates of a 3D face model with different emotions from the input speech and
emotional codes. Taylor et al. [11] developed a real-time system that animates active
appearance model (AAM), CG characters, and face rigs by retargeting the face rig
movements predicted from the given speech. Fried et al. [12] proposed a parametric
head model to provide the position of retargeting the mouth images to the back-
ground portrait video. Edwards et al. [13] presented a face-rig model called JALI
that mainly concentrates on the JAw and LIp movements. By making use of JALI,
Zhou et al. [14] proposed a deep learning method to drive the JALI or standard
FACS-based face rigs by the JALI and viseme parameters predicted from a 3-stage
LSTM network. Recently, a series of methods explore the potential of deep learning
techniques in learning the nonlinear mapping from audio features to facial movement
coefficients of 3DMM. For instance, Thies et al. [57] introduced a small convolu-
tional network to learn the expression coefficients of 3DMMfrom the speech features
extracted by the DeepSpeech [35]. This method does not pay much attention to large
head poses, head movements and requires a speaker-specific video renderer. Song
et al. [33] presented an LSTM-based network to eliminate speaker information and
predict expression coefficients from input audios. This method is robust to large pose
variations and the head movement problem is tackled by the designed frame selec-
tion algorithm. Different from this method that retrieves head poses from existing
videos, Yi et al. [89] tried to solve the head pose problem by directly predicting the
pose coefficients of 3DMM from the given speech audio. Chen et al. [90] introduced
a head motion learner to predict the head motion from a short portrait video and
the input audio. To eliminate the visual discontinuity brought by the apparent head
motion, a 3D face model is used due to its stability. In Fig. 8.7, representative works
of talking face generation in recent years are listed in chronological order.

Video Frame Selection Algorithm. Note that the mouth texture in the training
videos is abundant, video frame selection algorithms are designed to facilitate the
synthesis of talking face videos by selecting frames from existing videos according
to the input audios or mouth motion representations. The selected video frames can
provide the texture of the whole face [31, 33] or only mouth areas [23].

Currently, generation based on 2D face representation (e.g., DCN and GAN) and
3D face representation (e.g., 3DMM) dominates the field of talking face synthesis.
Before the emergence of these techniques, talking face generation mainly rely on 3D
models and select video frames with matched mouth shapes. For instance, Cosatto et
al. [23] introduced a flexible 3D head model used to composite facial parts’ images
retrieved by sampled mouth trajectories. Chang et al. [69] proposed a matching-by-
synthesis algorithm that selects new multidimensional morphable model (MMM)
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2017,
Suwajanakorn et al.

2017,
Jamaludin et al.

2018,
Chen et al.

2018,
Zhou et al.

2019,
Chen et al.

2021,
Zhou et al.

2017,
Karras et al.

2017,
Taylor et al.

2018,
Zhou et al.

2019,
Zhou et al.

2019,
Fried et al.

2019,
Thies et al.

2019,
Vougioukas et al.

2020,
Song et al.

2020,
Prajwal et al.

2D-based

3D-based

……

……

2021,
Ji et al.

Fig. 8.7 Representative works of talking face generation in recent years (since 2017). The methods
above the timeline are based on 2D models, from left to right are [4–6, 25, 26, 31, 62, 86]. The
methods below the timeline are based on 3D models, from left to right are [10–12, 14, 22, 33, 57,
87]. The generated images of these methods are adopted from corresponding papers. Best viewed
by zooming on the screen

prototype images from driving speaker’s videos. Wang et al. [72] introduced an
HMM trajectory-guided approach as a guide to select an optimal mouth sequence
from the training videos. Liu andOstermann [91] presented a unit selection algorithm
to retrieve mouth images from a speaker’s expressive database characterized by
phoneme, viseme, and size.

The research on frame selection algorithms is still active even with the impressive
talking face generation performance brought by deep learning and 3DMM tech-
niques. For example, Fried et al. [28] introduced a dynamic programming method
to retrieve expressions in the parameter space by visemes inferred from the input
transcript. Suwajanakorn et al. [31] designed a dynamic programming algorithm to
retrieve background video frames according to the input audio. How well the input
audio volume matches the eye blink as well as head movement is considered in the
frame selection algorithm.

8.2.4 Post-processing

The generated talking faces may not be of high quality or natural enough due to
various reasons. This requires researchers to do introduce post-processing steps,
such as refinement and blending, to further enhance the naturalness of the videos.
For instance, Jamaludin et al. [62] first obtained a talking face generation model
that produced blurred faces and then trained a separate CNN to sharpen the blurred
images. Bregler et al. [17] pointed out the necessity to blend the generated faces
into a natural background, and the importance of animate the chin and jawlines, not
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just the mouth region to improve realism. There exist many methods that apply a
static video background [4, 5, 8, 68]. For some news program translation or movie
dubbing applications [21, 26], the natural video results can be obtained by blending
the generated face back into the original background.

8.3 Datasets and Metrics

8.3.1 Dataset

In recent years, increasingly more audio-visual datasets have been released, promot-
ing the development of talking face generation. These datasets can be used for lip
reading, speech reconstruction, and talking face generation. We divide these datasets
into two categories according to the collection environment. (1) Indoor environment,
where speakers recite the specified words or sentences. (2) In-the-wild environment,
where speakers talk in the scene closer to the actual applications, such as speech video
and news program video. In this section, we summarize commonly used audio-visual
datasets and their characteristics.

Indoor Environment. Datasets collected in the indoor environment often exhibit
consistent settings and lighting conditions, when the speakers read the specified
words or sentences.

GRID [92] is a multi-speaker audio-visual corpus consisting of audio and video
recordings of 1000 sentences spoken by each of 34 speakers. TCD-TIMIT [93] con-
sists of audio and video footages of 62 speakers reading a total of 6913 phonetically
rich sentences. Three of the speakers are professionally-trained lip speakers, with
the assumption that trained speakers can read better than ordinary speakers. Video
footage was recorded from the frontal view and 30◦ pitch angle. CREMA-D [94] is
a dataset of 7442 original clips from 91 actors. The speakers are composed of 48
men and 43 women from different races and nationalities, ranging in age from 20 to
74 years old. They speak 12 sentences using one of six different emotions and four
different emotion levels. However, all the datasets mentioned above do not consider
emotional information. Wang et al. [85] released a high-quality audio-visual dataset
that contains 60 actors and actresses talking with eight different emotions at three
different intensity levels. All clips in MEAD are captured at seven different view
angles in a strictly controlled environment.

In-the-Wild Environment. Other datasets are often derived from news program
videos or speech videos. They are closer to actual application scenarios, with more
abundant words, more natural expressions, and more speakers.

Suwajanakorn et al. [31] downloaded 14h of Obama weekly address videos from
YouTube for experiments. LRW [95], LRS2 [96], LRS3 [97] datasets are all designed
for research on lip reading. Lip reading is defined as understanding speech content by
visually interpreting the movements of the lips, face, and tongue when normal sound
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Table 8.1 Summary of audio-visual datasets commonly used for talking face generation

Dataset Environment Identity Hours Year

GRID [92] Indoor 34 27.5 2006

CREMA-D [94] Indoor 91 11.1 2014

TCD-TIMIT [93] Indoor 62 11.1 2015

MEAD [85] Indoor 60 40 2020

Obama weekly
address [31]

Wild 1 14 2017

LRW [95] Wild Hundreds of 173 2016

LRS2 [96] Wild Hundreds of 224.5 2018

LRS3 [97] Wild Thousands of 438 2018

VoxCeleb1 [98] Wild 1251 352 2017

VoxCeleb2 [99] Wild 6112 2400 2018

is not available. This is similar to the inverse task of talking face generation. LRW
consists of about 1000 utterances of 500 words, spoken by hundreds of speakers. All
videos are about 1.16 s in length, and the duration of each word is also given. LRS2
expands the content of the speech fromwords to sentences, consisting of thousands of
spoken sentences from BBC television, where each sentence is up to 100 characters
in length. LRS3 contains thousands of spoken sentences fromTED and TEDx speech
videos.

VoxCeleb1 [98] collects celebrity videos uploaded by users from YouTube,
which contains over 100,000 utterances for 1251 celebrities. VoxCeleb2 [99] fur-
ther expands the data volume, which contains over 1 million utterances for 6112
celebrities. VoxCeleb2 can be used as a supplement for VoxCeleb1 because it has no
overlap with the identities in the VoxCeleb1. Datasets mentioned in this section are
summarized in Table 8.1.

8.3.2 Metrics

It is challenging to evaluate the naturalness of generated talking faces. People often
have very strict requirements on the quality and naturalness of the generated talking
face. A slight flaw will be regarded as obviously unreal. On the one hand, this puts
high demands on themodels of talking face generation. On the other hand, it is crucial
to develop comprehensive evaluation metrics for talking face generation. Evaluation
metrics canbedivided into objective quantitative evaluation and subjective qualitative
evaluation.

Quantitative Evaluation. As mentioned above, people can easily find out when the
generated talking faces do not speak like real people from various aspects. Thus, the
quantitative evaluation also needs to measure from several different angles. In gen-
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eral, existing quantitative evaluation metrics mainly focus on the following aspects
of the generated video. (1) The generated videos should be of high quality. (2) The
mouth shape of the generated speaker should match the audio. (3) The speaker in the
synthesized video should be the same as the target person. (4) Eye blinking when
speaking should be natural.

Image quality evaluation metrics are commonly used in face generation tasks.
Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), defined via mean squared error, can reflect the
pixel-level difference between two images. However, there is still a considerable
gap between human perception and PSNR. Structural Similarity (SSIM) [100] mea-
sures the similarity of two images in terms of illuminance, contrast, and structure.
To evaluate the diversity of the generative model, Inception Score (IS) [101] is intro-
duced. Fréchet inception distance (FID) [102] is calculated by comparing the mean
and standard deviation of the two features produced by a pre-trained Inception-v3
model. However, these methods require reference images for evaluation. Cumulative
probability blur detection (CPBD) [103] is a non-reference image evaluation metric
used to evaluate the sharpness of images, while frequency domain blurrinessmeasure
(FDBM) [104] evaluates frequency domain blurriness based on the image spectrum.

Audio-lip synchronization is also an important indicator to measure the natural-
ness of talking face generation. Landmark distance (LMD) is defined as the mouth
landmark distance between generated and real reference images to measure the gen-
erated mouth shape. As mentioned in Sect. 8.2.3, the lip reading task learns the
mapping from face images to the corresponding text. Thus, the pre-trained lip read-
ing model can be used to calculate the word error rate (WER). For example, Vou-
gioukas et al. [105] calculated WER based on a LipNet [106] model pre-trained
on GRID [92]. Syncnet [65], the model specifically designed to judge audio-visual
synchronization, can also be borrowed [25, 27] to calculate Audio-Visual synchro-
nization metrics (AV Offset and AV confidence). A lower AV offset with higher AV
confidence indicates better lip synchronization. Recently, Chen et al. [107] proposed
a new lip-synchronization evaluation metric lip-reading similarity distance (LRSD)
from the perspective of human perception. Based on a newly proposed lip reading
model, they use the distance between features of generated video clips and ground
truth video clips to measure the audio-visual synchronization.

Some methods suffer from wrong or lost of speaker identity, that is, the gener-
ated speaker and the target speaker do not seem to be the same person. Therefore,
some metrics that measure identity preservation are also applied in the talking face
generation task. Often, a pre-trained face recognition model [108, 109] is used as
an identity feature extractor. Identity preservation is quantified by measuring the
distance between features. For instance, average content distance (ACD) [25, 27]
is calculated by measuring the similarity between FaceNet [108] features of the
reference identity image and the predicted image. Chen et al. [90] used cosine simi-
larity (CSIM) between embedding vectors of ArcFace [109] for measuring identity
mismatch.

Finally, the realisticness of blinking should also be considered. Vougioukas et
al. [25] proposed that the average blink duration and blink frequency from the gen-
erated video should be similar to that of natural human blinks. In specific, they
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Table 8.2 Summary of quantitative talking face metrics via four different degrees. The upward
arrows (↑) indicate higher values are better for that metric, while downward arrows (↓) mean lower
values are better

Degree Metrics

Image quality PSNR↑ SSIM↑ IS↑ FID↓ CPBD↑ FDBM↑
Audio-lip synchronization LMD↓ WER↓ AV (Offset)↓ AV (Confidence)↑ LRSD↓
Identity-preserved ACD↓ CSIM↑
Blink Duration Frequency

calculated the average duration and frequency to evaluate the naturalness of blink-
ing. Quantitative evaluation metrics mentioned in this section are summarized in
Table 8.2.

Qualitative Evaluation. Although the quantitative evaluation mentioned above can
provide a reference and filter out some obvious artifacts, the ultimate goal of talking
face is to fool real people. Therefore, the generated talking face still needs some
subjective feedback from people. Generally speaking, researchers usually design
user studies to allow real users to judge the quality of the generated videos.

8.4 Discussion

8.4.1 Fine-Grained Facial Control

Even if the speaker’s mouth movements naturally match the audio, one wishes to
establish the relationship between audio and other facial components, such as chins,
jawlines, eyes, head movements, and even teeth.

In fact, most of the current talking face generation methods do not consider the
correlation between audio and eyes. Vougioukas et al. [25] designed a blink gen-
eration network, using Gaussian noise vectors as input to generate eyes keypoints,
which can generate blinks of similar duration and frequency to real videos. Zhang et
al. [110] took eye blink signal and audio signal together as input to generate the cor-
responding talking face. Zhou et al. [22] learnedmapping from the audio information
to facial landmarks where eye landmarks are excluded. These methods are based on
the assumption that blinking is a random signal unrelated to the input audio. How-
ever, according to Karson et al. [111], listeners’ blink duration is related to talking
and thinking. Hömke et al. [112] also proposed that blinks are meaningfully rather
than randomly paced, although no visual information is processed. When it comes to
generation techniques, the movements of the eyes are generally modeled as part of
the emotional coefficients in 3D-based methods and as eye landmarks in 2D-based
methods. Shu et al. [113] leveraged user’s photo collections to find a set of reference
eyes and transfer them onto a target image. However, for now, it is still difficult to
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model the relationship between audio and eye movements. In other words, how to
generate more flexible and informative eyes is still an open question in talking face
generation task.

Another question iswhether the teeth generation is related to the input audio. From
the perspective of phoneme-viseme correspondence, each phoneme corresponds to
a set of teeth and tongue movements. However, as described in [31], the teeth are
sometimes hidden behind lips when speaking, which makes synthesis challenging.
There are also no teeth landmarks in 2D landmark definition. Even in most 3D head
models, the teeth are not explicitly modeled. Some researchers copy teeth texture
from other frames [58] or use teeth proxy [20, 114]. However, these methods may
cause blur or artifacts. Suwajanakorn et al. [31] achieved decent teeth generation by
combining low-frequency median texture and high-frequency details from a teeth
proxy image. Recently, some more accurate teeth models have been established, for
example, Velinov et al. [115] established an intra-oral scan system for capturing the
optical properties of live human teeth. Some new teeth editing methods have also
been proposed. For example, Yang et al. [116] realized an effective disentanglement
of an explicit representation of the teeth geometry from the in-mouth appearance,
making it easier to edit teeth.

The lips, eyes, and teeth mentioned above are all part of the human face. One
would also need to consider the generation of natural head movements. Most talking
face methods do not consider the problem of generating controllable head move-
ments without a pre-defined 3D model. Jamaludin et al. [62] only generated aligned
faces while Zhang et al. [110] took the head pose signal as the input signal explicitly.
Wiles et al. [63] can generate talking faces with different poses, but the head motion
is not decoupled from other facial expression attributes. Recently, some researchers
have proposedmethods to generate controllable head poses. Chen et al. [90] designed
a headmotion disentangler to decouple the headmovement in the 3D geometry space
and used the head motion and audio information of the current frame to predict the
head motion of the next frame. Similarly, Wang et al. [117] realized the decoupling
of motion-related information and identity-specific information by learning 3D key-
point representation. Zhou et al. [86] modularized audio-visual representations by
devising an implicit low-dimension pose code to generate pose-controllable talking
face videos.

For a realistic talking face, the emotion of the speaker should alsomatch the voice.
For example, a voice with an angry tone should correspond to an angry face. But
how to manipulate the emotion in 2D-based talking face generation is still an open
question. Some researchers exploit expression information from the voice to generate
talking faces [25, 118]. But they cannot explicitly control the emotional intensity of
the video. MEAD [85] is a talking face dataset featuring 60 people talking with eight
different emotions at three different intensity levels, which provides data support
for the generation of emotional talking faces. Ji et al. [87] decomposed speech into
emotion space and content space. With the disentangled features, emotional facial
landmarks and videos can be deduced.
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In Sect. 8.3.2, we mentioned several evaluation metrics for talking face genera-
tion, but these quantitative indicators still have limitations from the perspective of
human perception. We believe that talking face integrating eyes, teeth, head pose,
and emotion will be a more natural and human-like virtual person.

8.4.2 Generalization

The model generalization of a talking face system is mainly determined by the
dataset used to build the system and the applied techniques in designing the modules
of the system. The audio-visual datasets are contributed by two essential factors,
the phonetic dictionary size of the corpus and the diversity of speakers such as
gender, age, language, accent, and the speaker number. In the following, the model
generalization of recent talking face generation methods is analyzed by key factors,
e.g., corpus and speaker.

The small corpus size and speaker number of many audio-visual datasets might
limit themodel generalization. For example, the GRID dataset [92] contains very few
words. Although it is designed to cover the pronunciations of every single phoneme,
the limited vocabulary still lacks diverse diphones and triphones that encode sur-
rounding phonemes. Many audio-visual datasets contain very limited speaker diver-
sity, i.e., the speaker number of GRID [92] and RAVDESS [119] is fewer than 100
and these datasets do not contain diverse accents, head pose, movements, and emo-
tions. To alleviate the poor model generalization brought by audio-visual datasets,
Wang et al. [85] collected a large-scale dataset with different skin colors, emotions
and head poses.

With the development of GAN-based image generation methods, recent methods
can generate photo-realistic talking face videos with fewer and fewer portrait videos.
For instance, generating a high-fidelity fake video of BarackObama requiresmassive
training footage up to 14h in [31]. Though the generated videos of [31] are hard to
distinguish from the real ones, the requirement on training data is inapplicable in
many real-world application scenarios. Thus, many methods circumvent the training
data burden at the cost of generated video quality. For example, Thies et al. [57]
presented that transferring a trained model to an unseen speaker requires about only
2min of footage. Zhou et al. [22] presented that even a single static face image is
sufficient for generating talking videos with diverse head movements.

Another aspect of model generalization is the speaker’s identity. Suwajanakorn et
al. [31] built a speaker-specific 3D face model and trained a speaker-specific network
for Barack Obama to synthesize his forged videos. The applied speaker-specific
3D face model limits its generalization for other speakers. Then, Thies et al. [57]
proposed an audio-to-video pipeline that consists of a speaker-generalized network
to learn the mapping from the audio to expression parameters and a speaker-specific
video renderer to render photo-realistic video according to the 3D head model and
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learned expressions. To an unseen speaker, it still requires a 2 min portrait video to
fine-tune the speaker-specific renderer. The renderer parameters only optimize for
a specific speaker since it refines the speaker-specific texture rendered by 3DMM.
Recent methods [22, 33, 117] can generate talking video for unseen speakers without
any further finetuning and the testing set can even be as small as a short footage [33] or
a single image [22, 117]. Such model generalization is realized since these methods
do not optimize based on any speaker-specific prior knowledge.

8.5 Conclusion

With the advancement of face modeling methods and deep learning techniques,
especially generation models, academic researchers make it possible to generate
realistic talking faces. In turn, considering a wide range of practical applications,
talking face generation has also attracted increasing interest from industrial develop-
ers. This chapter has summarized the development of talking face generation from
different perspectives. Related work and recent progresses are discussed from the
perspectives of audio representation, face modeling, audio-to-face animation, and
post-processing. We have also listed commonly used public datasets and evalua-
tion metrics. Finally, we discussed some open questions in the task of talking face
generation.

Talking face generation techniques may be misused or abused for various malev-
olent purposes, e.g., fraud, aspersion, and dissemination of malicious propaganda.
Out of ethical considerations, the government and researchers should jointly detect
and combat harmful edited videos, and apply this technology without harming the
public interest. We believe that with the dual attention of academia and industry, the
generated videos will become more realistic with newly proposed models. In the
future, there will also be more practical applications conducive to the public.

8.6 Further Reading

Interested readers are referred to the following further readings:

• Chen et al. [107] for a benchmark designed for evaluating talking-head video
generation.

• Zhu et al. [120] for a survey on deep audio-visual learning.
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